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MELBOURNE'S LATEST 
TRAMCARS 

Comfortable Accommodation and Modern 
Traction Equipment 

This article first appeared in the Electrical Engineer and Merchandiser of 16 December 1935 

The latest electric tramcars built by the 
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board 
have been designed with the special objects of 
giving improved riding comfort and higher 
schedule speed. 

These cars, which are known as the W5 class, 
have been built to the same general outline as 
the other W class cars, but have been made 
more roomy, and the saloons have been fitted 
with upholstered cross seats in leather on sponge 
rubber cushions. These cars have been designed 
and built under the supervision of the Board's 
chief engineer, Mr T.P. Strickland, at the 
tramway workshops, Preston. 

The drawing and photograph illustrate the new 
car mounted upon its trucks. The car is 46ft 6in. 
long, 8ft wide over pillars and 9ft over 
footboards, and 10ft 4in. high from rail to roof, 
and weighs 15 tons 16 cwt. The car is designed 
for a seating capacity of 52 and a crush load of 
150 persons. There are three entrances along 
each side to the loading vestibule, which has 
cross seats to accommodate 16 persons. This 
vestibule provides for smoking accommodation. 
Saloons open off either end of the vestibule 

through sliding doors, and at the end a 
communicating door connects to the motorman's 
compartment, which is totally enclosed. The step 
heights areas follows:— 

Rail to footboard, 1ft 2-l/2in.; footboard to 
vestibule floor, 1ft l-l/4in.; vestibule to 
saloon floor, 6 in. 

The bodywork of the cars has been built of 
steel, electrically welded, the woodwork being 
used only for interior facings on the steel. The 
design has been developed along simple straight 
lines to permit of easy fabrication of the 
steelwork. Considerable strength combined with 
lightness has been obtained with this design. The 
sills are 3-l/2in. by 2-l/2in. by 5/16in. angle 
steel, the belt rail 2in. by l-l/2in. by 3/8in. 
angle, and the cant rail 2-l/2in. by 2in. by 
l/4in. angle. The corner posts are 2-l/2in. by 
2-l/2in. by l/4in. angle, the saloon pillars 
l-l/2in. by l-l/2in. by 3/16in. tee section, and 
the roof ribs l-l/4in. by l-l/4in. by 3/16in. tee 
section. The pillars of the centre vestibule are of 
wood. The bolsters which are lOin. wide by 
7-3/4in. deep at the centre, are of the box type 
built up with l/2in. top and bottom plates and 

Eleva t ion and Plan of Claai \V5 Bogif Car for Melbourne Tramways Board. 

Elevation and Plan of Class W5 Bogie Car for Melbourne Tramways Board 
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l/4in. web plates strengthened with ribs, all held 
together by electric welding. The cross members 
are 4in. by 2in. by 7.091b. channel section, and 
the end sills 5in. by 2-l/2in. by 10.221b. 
channel. Panels are 14 gauge special panel steel 
electrically welded to the pillars, and riveted to 
the sill plate and belt rail. 

The roof is of 5/16in. ply wood covered with 
cotton duck laid in white lead and supported on 
roof sticks of Australian blackwood. Tongue and 
grooved Baltic pine 3/4in. thick forms the 
flooring. The bulkhead framing, saloon lining 
and doors are made of Tasmanian mountain ash 
panelled with Queensland maple, while pillar 
facings and mouldings are of Australian 
blackwood. The interior finish of the car is all in 
the natural colour of the wood. 

The saloon seats are built of blackwood 
supported on light metal framework. They are 
fitted with special soft sponge rubber cushions 
and backs, and are fully upholstered in brown 
leather. The cross seats of the smoking vestibule 
are built of Tasmanian mountain ash and 
blackwood, and supported on light pipe 
framework. 

The floors in the saloons have been covered 
with Ormonoid roofing felt, and the floor of the 
smoking vestibule with hardwood slats. Alumi
nium anti-slip angle finishing pieces are fitted to 
all doorways and along the footboards. Polished 
plate-glass, 3/16in. thick, is used for the end 

windscreens, while on the remainder of the car 
26oz. mechanically drawn glass is used. The 
windows are provided with sashes supported on 
window balances, and louvred blinds which open 
their full depth and run in extruded brass 
sections screwed to the pillars to form the sash 
guides. The entrances are provided with canvas 
weather blinds fitted on spring rollers, for use in 
wet weather. The barrier rails are of a new 
design, made of steel tube, and run in slots on 
the inside of the pillars. The grab handles are all 
made of stainless steel and the strap hangers of 
bakelite. 

The interior lighting of the car has been 
improved by fitting three lamps in each saloon 
and five in the smoking vestibule. The headlight, 
which is of the Board's own manufacture, is cast 
in aluminium and fitted with polished nickel 
parabolic reflector and condenser lens. The 
lamps are all 100 Volt 60 Watt gas-filled 
traction type. 

The exterior finish of the car is in chrome 
green and cream enamel decorated with gold 
lining and the Board's monogram and car 
numbers in gold. The roof is of stone colour and 
the trucks are sprayed with black enamel. 

The trucks follow the lines of the Board's 
recent design, which has been found to possess 
many desirable features. These trucks have steel 
section side frames supported on long semi-
elliptic springs rigidly attached to the axle boxes, 

A brand new Melbourne W5 class tram, showing the appearance of these cars 
when built in the 1930s. M&MTB OFFICIAL PHOTO 
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790, then and now. Above: pictured in 1964 crossing the old Maribymong River 
bridge, 790 displays the classic W5 appearance: Three centre doors, square-cornered 
driver's windscreens, no multiple head and tail lights. Below: more than a quarter-
century later in January 1991, 790 turns into St Kilda Road from the Toorak line, 
fully modernised to the SW5 design. Both DALE BUDD 

and joined to the side frame by a pin on one end 
and a sliding shoe on the other. The bolster is of 
a box section, built up of mild steel plate, 
electrically welded, and supported on helical 
springs carried on a spring plank swung on links 
12-5/8in. long. The wheels, which are 28in. 
diameter, are of the one wear solid rolled steel 
type. The truck wheelbase is 5ft 2in., and the 
trucks are placed at 28ft centres. 

The truck brake gear is of the clasp type, 
equalised throughout. It is hung on cone shaped 

brake hanger links and applied through a radial 
brake beam. The truck leverage is 6.3 to 1, and 
the foundation brake gear leverage on the car 
body 1.96 to 1, giving a total overall leverage of 
12.41 to 1. The brakes are operated by 
compressed air applied by means of a self 
lapping type of motorman's brake valve. With 
this type of valve, the pressure corresponds to 
the position in which the handle is placed. Any 
desired pressure up to the maximum can be 
obtained and held in the brake cylinder. A relay 
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Freshly-overhauled 825 heads a line of cars in Mills Street Albert Park, laid up 
awaiting return football traffic in June 1969. 825 shows the most modern 
appearance of a W5 before the major rebuilding programmes began. 825 was one 
of the later W5s built with "swept" corners to the driver's windscreens, but by this 
time this feature was being progressively applied to older W5s. DALE BUDD 

W5 class car 782 was used on the Victorian Division of the Australian Railway 
Historical Society's annual tram tour on 22 July 1990 and is seen at South 
Melbourne Depot. The theme of the tour was "Sidings and Loops", with emphasis 
on the W5 class due to their imminent withdrawal from service. Car 782 is to be 
preserved at Bylands. MAL MCDONALD 
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valve is provided to give speedy application of 
the brake. 

The cars are equipped with four 40hp General 
Electric 247 A motors with 15/58 gear ratio — 
the free running speed is 30mph, and the 
schedule speed 12mph with seven stops of 6 
seconds per mile. The control equipment 
consists of two hand-operated controllers of a 
new type. These are cam operated and have six 
series and four parallel notches; they work in 
conjunction with an English Electric type 6, 
form C line breaker and cast iron grid 
resistances. The brake equipment consists of a 
Westinghouse DH 16 compressor, an 8in. by 
12in. brake cylinder, a 60in. by 16in. air 
reservoir, Westinghouse type W self-lapping 
motorman's brake valve, and a Westinghouse 
type E relay valve. All of the motors, gears, 
control and brake equipment were manufactured 
in Australia. The hand brakes, trolley bases, 
destination signs and route numbers are of the 
Board's own design and manufacture. 

Four of these cars have been fitted with 
special equipments for trial purposes. Two have 
been supplied by the American Westinghouse 
Co., and two by the General Electric Co. of 
America. The equipment supplied by the 
American Westinghouse Co. consists of four 
300/600 Volt, 50hp motors with WN double 

reDuction gear drive, and variable automatic 
control consisting of two motor controllers, 
sequence switch, contactor group and strip 
wound resistances. In this equipment the motors 
are grouped in two sets, each set being 
permanently connected in series and arranged 
for parallel control for each group through 21 
resistance steppings and two field shunt 
steppings. Four rates of acceleration, varying 
from 2 to 3-l/2mph per second, are obtainable, 
each rate corresponding to the position in which 
the handle of the master controller is placed. 

The equipment supplied by the General 
Electric Co. of America is their PCM automatic 
control, consisting of two master controllers, 
contactor group, reverser, and strip wound 
resistances. This operates four 40hp standard 
600 Volt motors through 18 resistance steppings 
in series-parallel operation, and one field shunt 
step, and is set to give an accelerating rate of 
3mph per second. 

The object in both these equipments is to 
obtain smooth acceleration at high rates, and 
higher schedule speeds. The results obtained 
with both the hand-operated cam type control 
and the experimental equipments, and the riding 
qualities and comfort of the new cars, provide 
decided improvement over older rolling stock. 

727 was the first W5 to have the narrow centre doorways removed, here seen 
freshly outshopped in July 1969. Note that the car retained square-cornered 
driver's windscreens. DALE BUDD 
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Restaurant tram 378 at Glengowrie Depot. The car is fitted with four air-conditioning 
units which can be seen on the roof of the vehicle. IAN DUNN 

Guestsfrom the Department ofAgriculture enjoying lunch in the Restaurant tram. Air-
conditioning units can be seen in the ceiling, while the rebuilt central bulkhead 
includes a central etched MTT monogram above the door. JOHN RADCUFFE 
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ADELAIDE'S 
RESTAURANT TRAM 

A Dining Experience not to be missed 
Adelaide's own tramcar restaurant was 

officially launched by the Premier of South 
Australia, John Bannon, on 1 November 1990 
(in time for the Grand Prix). Following the 
success of Melbourne's tramcar restaurant, 
entrepreneurs decided that such a vehicle would 
be ideally suited to the Glenelg tram line. Local 
tourism authorities and councils keenly sup
ported the idea and so the Adelaide Tramcar 
Restaurant company was formed. 

To expedite the project, H car 378 which was 
in the early stages of refurbishment at the State 
Transport Authority's Regency Park Workshops 
was selected as the restaurant car. Refurbish
ment was carried out at three different sites! The 

initial work of stripping back the body and basic 
body work was carried out at Regency Park. Car 
378 was then transferred to the Mile End Depot 
(formerly a large car yard and service centre to 
be converted into a maintenance and bus depot 
in 1991-92) for fitting out of the interior by 
contractors for the Restaurant company. The car 
was then transported to Glengowrie Tram Depot 
where its bogies were fitted and final finishing 
carried out. The interior has been fitted out in an 
opulent "Orient Express" style while the 
exterior has been painted Royal Blue with gold 
foil lining. The roof has been painted silver-
grey. 

The tram is operationally and mechanically 
similar to other recently refurbished H cars, it is 

Leaded glass crownlights, etched glass partitions, blue with white trim curtains, 
polished brass fittings and double glazed windows feature in the decor of the 
Restaurant tram. This photo was taken at the rear of Glengowrie Depot where the 
car was being provisioned. IAN DUNN 
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operated by a motorperson only and has been 
fitted with vigilance controls. 

Readers may recall that the body of 378 (the 
last silver H car in service) was actually 
disposed of in December 1986 to the Port 
(Adelaide) Centre Joint Committee, but was 
reacquired in 1989 for refurbishment. Car 378 is 
an extra; the full complement of service cars 
remains at 21. 

Car 378 generally runs up to six trips a day: 
Breakfast, morning tea, lunch, cocktails, early 
dinner and late dinner. The following scenario 
describes a typical lunchtime trip. Arrive at 
Victoria Square about 15 minutes before 
departure. Champagne and orange or soft drink 
is served prior to departure. Tram departs at 
12.20pm, immediately following a service car. 
Menu choices taken while passing down King 
William Street. Soup is served near Goodwood 
overpass; entree near Morphettville. During the 
layover at Glenelg, patrons can leave the tram to 
take photos if they wish. The main course is 
served on departure from Glenelg, immediately 
following the next service car. Dessert (a 
chocolate tramcar!) is served near South Road, 
and port with cheeses and nuts near the South 
Parklands. The tram arrives back at Victoria 
Square at approximately 1.55pm. Patrons may 
remain on board for 10-15 minutes. 

She schedule times and services provided on 
the tram are: 

Breakfast, Monday to Friday: Departs 
Glenelg 8.07am for commuters to the City, 
arrives Victoria Square 8.38am. 

Morning Tea, Monday to Friday: Departs 
Victoria Square 9.55am, ambles to Glenelg and 
back to Victoria Square 11.00am. 

Lunch, Monday to Friday: Departs Victoria 
Square 12.20pm, travels to Glenelg and back, 
arriving 1.55pm. 

Lunch, Sunday only: Departs Glenelg at 
1.15pm, travels to Victoria Square and back, 
arriving 3.10pm. 

Afternoon Tea, Monday to Friday: Departs 
Victoria Square 2.50pm, to Glenelg and back, 
arriving 3.55pm. 

Afternoon Tea, Saturdays only: Departs 
Glenelg 3.10pm to Victoria Square and back, 
arriving 4.25pm. 

Cocktails, Monday to Saturday: Departs 
Victoria Square 6.15pm to Glenelg and back, 
arriving 7.40pm in time for a show or the 
movies. 

Late Dinner, Monday to Saturday: Departs 
Victoria Square 8.15pm and ambles to Glenelg 
and back, arriving 10.40pm. 

Late Dinner, Sunday: Departs Victoria 
Square 7.35pm and ambles to Glenelg and back, 
arriving 10.10pm. 

FEBRUARY 1991 

Restaurant car H 378 normally operates with 
its No. 1 end to Glenelg, with doors only being 
operable on the left hand side. The right side 
doors are partly blocked by kitchen equipment 
at the No. 2 end and toilet at the No. 1 end. The 
car is normally taken into the west siding in 
Victoria Square and the north siding in Mosely 
Square to facilitate left hand loading, but is 
seen here on the eastern track at Victoria 
Square, where guests had to board from the 
lawn. JOHN RADCLIFFE 

Brunch, Saturdays: Departs Victoria Square 
10.20pm and ambles to Glenelg and back, 
arriving 12.00 noon. 

Brunch, Sundays: Departs Glenelg 10.00am 
and ambles to Victoria Square and back, arriving 
11.40am. 

High Tea, Sundays: Departs Victoria Square 
5.15pm and ambles to Glenelg and back, 
arriving 6,45pm. 

10 
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Car 378 has all the modern conveniences that 
one would expect of a five star restaurant, 
including airconditioning, full bar facilities, on
board toilet and the comfort you come to expect 
flying first class. The tram has been designed to 
provide privacy for groups of up to 18 or 24 
people, or for 42 people to book out the whole 
tram. The tram has a full PA system, piped 
music and tape facilities, and entertainment can 
be provided on request. The Adelaide Tramcar 
Restaurant is a smoke free environment due to 
Transport regulations. 

Bookings are essential for the Restaurant 
Tram and can be made by contacting the 
Adelaide Tramcar Restaurant, 1st Floor 9A 
Hindley Street, Adelaide 5000. Their phone 
number is (08) 410 0044 or you can fax a 
booking to (08) 231 4571. 

^ d e Tramcar R e s t * ^ 

Lunch 

Terrine of Seafood 
with Smitane Sauce " ». 
Fettucine au Fungi 
(Fettucine with mushrooms and cream sauce) 

M . _ King William Street 1»08 

a m Course 

\ $ H * - • 
FuM Electric Tram. 

Prime Fillet of Beef 
with fresh asparagus and a Bernaise Sauce 
Ballotine of Chicken 
served on a Ciboulette Sauce 

.Dessert 

Chocolate Tramcar 
Filled with Bavarian Cream and Topped with a 
Strawberry Coulis 

V/heese 

Selection of Australian Cheese 
with dried fruit & nuts, served with watercrakers 

Freshly Brewed Tea &Percolated Coffee 

11 
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Fremantle No. 28 as it was found on 26 February 1989. Excellent weather protection 
is provided by the roof, while the end at left is built into the house. 

MICHAEL STUKELY 

The first stage of loading FMT No. 28 on 19 November 1990. The body has been 
lifted using house jacks, the low-loader positioned under it, and wooden blocks are 
being placed at the bolster. A complete headlight remains on this apron and the 
number 28 can be seen above the first saloon window. MICHAEL STUKELY 
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FREMANTLE No. 28 
The Acquisition — and a Mystery 

By Michael Stukely 

The body of Fremantle bogie car No. 28 
arrived at the Whiteman Park Tramway 
Museum on 19 November 1990. It was 
generously donated to PETS by Mr and Mrs Joe 
Rokich and family of Byford. No. 28 was one of 
four bogie saloon trams (Nos 26-29) built for the 
Fremantle Municipal Tramways in 1921 by the 
Western Australian Government Railways at 
their Midland Junction Workshops. These cars 
were basically a direct-control version of the 
Perth D class multiple-unit cars, which were 
built at Midland during 1921-22. Unlike the D 
class, the Fremantle cars were built with glazed 

The end of FMT 28 which was built into the 
house. A false floor had been added to both 
end-platforms to give a single floor-level 
throughout, with the interior swing doors raised 
to clear the new floors. MICHAEL STUKELY 

windows throughout, and had unlined ceilings 
and roof ventilators. Later, they received 
upholstered seats, manually-operated doors, 
lined ceilings and steel side-sheathing which was 
simply attached over the original Perth-style 
tongue-and-groove wooden sides. 

The bodies of most of the bogie trams 
scrapped after the closure of the system in 
November 1952 (including sister car No. 29, 
currently under restoration) found their way to 
the camping ground at Emu Point, Albany. 
However, No. 28, which was the last tram body 
to be removed from the New Depot, was taken 
to the farm on the Byford-Jarradale road in 
March 1953. it was first used as a "weekender" 
by the then owner, and the farmhouse was 
gradually built around it. Ultimately, one end of 
the tram was completely inside the house 
(protruding into the lounge), and the full length 
of it was roofed. 

The body of No. 28 was located in February 
1989 by Michael Stukely — by coincidence, on 
the very day the Rokich family were discussing 
the possibility of rebuilding the house and 
disposing of the tram. The house was finally 
scheduled for demolition in November 1990 and 
the tram was offered to PETS. 

Having been well protected from the weather 
for most of its time on the farm, the body is in 
extremely good condition. The stress-bars are 
intact and the body was well supported on 
concrete stumps (dated January 1958) at the 
bolsters and below the end platforms. Many 
body fittings are still in place and there is a near 
complete set of original amber-coloured glass 
panes in the saloon upper quadrant windows. 

No. 28 differs from No. 29 in several 
respects. The most noticeable is the colouring of 
the interior woodwork of the saloon — whilst 29 
carries a rich dark red-brown colouring, 28 has a 
much lighter blond wood finish. No. 28 has roof-
mounted ventilators similar to those fitted to the 
following group of cars (No. 30-32) built by 
Boltons Ltd in 1925, rather than the upper-sill 
vents of 29. 

The original livery remains on part of one side 
of 28, including the upper sill number together 
with the initials "F.M.T." (in place of the more 
usual "Fremantle Municipal Tramways"). The 
original interior colour scheme also remains on 

13 
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Paul Edwards watches as the body ofFMT28 is manoeuvred clear of the concrete 
floor of the partly-demolished house. The body was lifted again to allow the low-loader 
to move asfar back towards this end as possible, to give maximum supportfor the move 
to the Museum. MICHAEL STUKELY 

one end platform — and here there is a most 
intriguing feature. 

While the number " 2 8 " appears on the 
bulkhead above and to the right of the sliding 
door (as is usual in FMT cars), it was also 
painted directly above the sliding door (the usual 
number position in Perth cars). This latter 
number, however, was peeling badly — and a 
different number, ending with "0" , was partly 
visible on the earlier layer of paint behind. Some 
careful rubbing back revealed, without any 
doubt, the number "90". 

This caused considerable amazement among 
PETS members, since FMT trams were only 
numbered to 36! Various theories were put 
forward to explain "FMT 90"; the most 
plausible, although it may never be confirmed, is 
as follows:— 

The Perth D class cars (Nos 84-103) were built 
at the WAGR Midland Workshops during the 
same period as FMT 26-29. It is possible that 
Fremantle Tramways made an urgent request for 
the third car of their order to be delivered ahead 
of schedule, resulting in a car which had been 
intended for Perth —and whose body had 
already been numbered "90" (the Perth 
tramways were at that time operated by the 
WAGR — being re-allocated to Fremantle, 
where it became No. 28. 

No. 28 does not, of course, now have any of 
the distinctive Perth D class features, and no 
other earlier markings have yet come to light. If 
readers can supply any evidence to support or 
disprove the above theory, it would be most 
welcome. 

14 
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P^- ufi 

Fremantle 28 leaves the farm which had been its home for the last 37-1/2 years, 
bound for Whiteman Park on 19 November 1990. MICHAEL STUKELY 

The excellent state of preservation of Fremantle 28 is apparent as it arrives on the 
carbarn fan at Whiteman Park on 19 November 1990. It was transferred to a set 
of rail bogies and shunted into the car storage shed at right. MICHAEL STUKELY 
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NEW ACQUISITIONS 
FOR LOFTUS 

By Dale Budd 

Part One: 
Sydney P class 1517 

In January 1989 a Sydney Tramway Museum 
member walked into the Bega golf club and 
asked the barman if he knew of any trams in the 
area. 

Fourteen months later, in March 1990, the 
body of Sydney PR1 class 1517 was lifted from 
its resting place at the rear of a house on the 
outskirts of Bega, and was transported to Moss 
Vale for temporary storage. 

1517 was generously donated to the Museum 
by its former owner, who was using it as a shed. 
It is believed to be the last survivor of many 
trams, mostly P class cars, which went to the 
Bega district in the closing years of the Sydney 
system. 1517 is visible in a photo taken by Vic 
Solomons on page 110 of "Wait here for 
Trams", published by the Sydney Tramway 
Museum in 1974. The car was moved some 
years ago from its original location near Bega, 
and its disappearance at that time was presumed 

to indicate its demise. Thus discovery of its 
continued existence was a welcome surprise. 

1517 is expected to arrive at Loftus in a few 
months time. As a long term project it is 
intended to rebuild it to its original footboard 
design, enabling the Museum to operate a 
coupled set of P class cars. Purchase of timber 
has begun to enable manufacture of seats. 
Rebuilding will be assisted by donation of a 
substantial quantity of window glass, the sole 
remnants of a P car which was once on the same 
property as 1517 at Bega. 

1517 was built by the Meadowbank 
Manufacturing Co. and entered service on 22 
November 1923. It was converted to the PR1 
design at Rand wick Workshops between 10 
February and 21 July 1949. It was disposed of 
on 3 December 1958. What will be its re-
commissioning date as a P car? 

PR1 class 1517 at Bega in January 1989. 
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1517 on arrival at Moss Vale in March 1990. DAVID KEMMIS 

1517 at Moss Vale in October 1990. It has had its roof protected by a tailor-made 
tarpaulin. DAVID KEMMIS 
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Part Two: 
Melbourne W5 class 792 

The Sydney Tramway Museum has added to 
its representative range of Melbourne tramcars 
with the acquisition of W5 class car 792. It 
arrived at Loftus on 15 December 1990. 

Negotiations for the purchase of a W5 were 
begun by a Museum member in January 1990, 
and its acquisition was shortly thereafter 
adopted as an official Museum project. At the 
time of its selection on 23 January, 792 was the 
last available 3 door W5 which was not already 
committed for sale or transfer to a museum, 
which had controllers not required by the PTC 
and which had originally been built with square 
cornered drivers' windshields. An inspection of 
the car the same day at South Melbourne Depot 
— where it was confined during the January 
strike — confirmed its suitability to join the 
Museum collection. 

792 was subsequently withdrawn from service 
on 14 February and was taken to Preston 
Workshops for storage. In common with other 
W5s being released for museums, it was made 
available with defective motors and compressor, 
and its return to service at Loftus will await 
overhaul or replacement of these items. 

A feature article on 792 appears elsewhere in 
this issue. 

W5 class 792 is prepared for lifting off the trailer at the end of its journey from 
Melbourne on Saturday, 15 December, 1990. JOHNMATTS 
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THE LIFE OF A TRAM 
The Story of Melbourne 792 

When Melbourne W5 class 792 was acquired 
by the Sydney Tramway Museum, staff at 
Preston Workshops kindly made available 
copies of all the record cards detailing the car's 
history. 

The basic history of the car is recorded on 13 
cards with a total of some 218 handwritten 
entries. Five other cards provide additional 
information: one records the progress of 
manufacture of cars being built contempo
raneously with 792; two others record the truck 
type, air brake equipment and electrical 
equipment fitted to the car; another records the 
fitting of multiple head and tail lights to cars so 
treated in March, April and May 1972; and the 
fifth includes some miscellaneous entries 
apparently missed from the consecutive set of 13 
cards. 

Together these 18 cards provide a fascinating 
historical record. Many of the entries are 
individually of little interest, but taken together 
they offer a remarkable insight into the working 
life of a tram. Many of the entries for 792 reflect 
modifications carried out to other cars of the 
same class or even to the whole fleet. The cards 
are also a testament to careful record-keeping 
over a period of more than 50 years. 

What do the cards reveal? The most surprising 
fact, at least to the uninitiated, is the frequency 
of visits to the workshops for accident repairs. 
Of approximately 218 entries on 792's car 
history, no less than 134 refer to accident 
repairs. Over the 53 year life of the tram, it 
visited the workshops an average of 2.5 times 
per year for accident repairs, or about once 
every 5 months. 

Indeed it appears 792 was involved in an 
accident on the day it entered service, 13 
February 1937: the estimated cost of repairs 
was three shillings and ten pence. Thereafter 
these entries are repeated with monotonous 
regularity: 30 August 1937, estimated repairs 
6s.5d.; 8 January 1938, estimated repairs 
8s.l0d.; and so on. Obviously, most of these 
accidents were very minor. Until about 1950, 
the cost of repairs rarely exceeded one pound in 
each case. On a few occasions, the car was 
brought in after an accident but the entry was 
recorded "no damage". 

792's most expensive accident, as a result of 
which it entered the workshops on 7 January 
1955, cost £116.6.3 in repairs. As late as 1966 
and 1967, repair costs were typically between 

$2.00 and $11.00, with labour content of 
perhaps 3 hours. 792's last recorded accident 
saw it enter the workshops on 21 March 1983: 
the cost of repairs was $14.70. 

The frequency may seem high — and when 
extended to a fleet of around 700 trams, the 
congestion in the workshops can be imagined. 
But it has to be remembered that trams spend 
their time on Melbourne's busiest streets, often 
in peak hour traffic. Small scrapes with other 
vehicles are inevitable. 

An analysis of the entries for 792 reveals it 
entered the workshops for the following reasons: 

Number of Reason for 
Occasions Workshop Attention 
3 0.1 overhaul — major 
4 0.2 overhaul — intermediate 

W5 class 792 at Preston Workshops, being 
prepared for transfer to Loftus. DALE BUDD 
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Number of Reason for 
Occasions Workshop Attention 
2 0.3 overhaul — minor 

(little more than external re
paint) 

134 Accident repairs 
18 Modifications 
60 Other attention — e.g. waxing 

(in early years), trucks, motors, 
compressor, re-varnishing of 
seats, leaky roof (in later years) 
etc. 

The total adds to more than 218 because 
some visits were for more than one purpose, for 
example an overhaul plus modifications, or 
accident repairs plus an overhaul. 

A Chronology 
The first entry for 792 is on the "car body 

progress" record: the information for 792 is 
entered on a card which details the manufacture 
of cars 785 to 802 inclusive. So we learn that 
792's frame was received in the body shop on 4 
September 1936. Work on the car began on 28 
September; on 12 November it went to the paint 
shop. On 5 February 1937 the car body was 
finished, and on 13 February the tram entered 
service. (The equipment cards give the date in 
service as 12 February). 

Melbourne W5 class 792 in Elizabeth Street, Melbourne on 27 July 1982. 
DICK JONES 
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792 was built for the expanding Elizabeth 
Street electric services, which had replaced 
cable trams in that thoroughfare in 1935. In 
company with other cars in its number series it 
was allocated to Essendon depot, and spent the 
great majority of its life operating from that 
location. For the first 3-1/2 years of its life, 792 
"rubbed shoulders" with cable trams at the 
intersection of Elizabeth and Bourke Streets, 
until the last cable line, along the latter street, 
closed in October 1940. 

792's history — with the exception of those 
frequent mishaps and other visits to the 
workshops for minor problems — is best told by 
the following chronology. It should be noted that 
the recording of exact dates suggests a precision 
which is somewhat misleading. It is obvious that 
in some cases the date an entry was made was 
not necessarily the exact date on which an event 
occurred. This chronology overlooks most of 
these minor discrepancies. 

13 February 1937 
Entered service, allocated to Essendon. 
2 June 1939 
Into workshops for 0.2. 
September 1941 
Air raid precaution dimming lights fitted. 
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The Sydney Tramway museum's W5, No. 792, arriving at Prahran terminus. A W2 
class car is departing for the city. DAVID KEENAN 

January 1942 
Alteration to roof steps. 
24 November 1942 
Into workshops for collision repairs and 0.1; 
released January 1943. 
October 1942 
Pneumatic windscreen wipers fitted. 
21 May 1945 
Longer rear vision mirrors fitted. 
75 September 1945 
Motorman's seats lowered. 
5 October 1946 
Into workshops for 0.2. 
May 1948 
Fit blocks to drop windows; muffle conductor's 
bells. 
25 January 1950 
Into workshops for 0.1; new type route number 
boxes fitted; despatched 26 April 1950. 
November 1950 
Windscreen wipers altered from top to side of 
sash. 

October 1951 
Destination door holding device fitted. 
December 1951 
Motorman's seats changed to "Latex"rubber. 
February 1952 
Motorman's cabin bulkheads painted cream. 
January 1953 
Flag sockets fitted; control telephone number in 
motorman's cabin. 
7 January 1955 
Into workshops; collision repairs and 0.2; 
despatched 28 February 1955. 
7 May 1956 
Fitted for side panel advertisements. 
2 November 1956 
Fitted for apron panel advertisements. 
October 1958 
Reglaze windshields and motorman's doors with 
3/16in. armour plate glass. 
3 November 1958 
Side destination panels. [This cryptic entry 
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probably refers to the panelling over of the 
former side destination signs.] 
18 October 1961 
Into workshops for 0.1; lazy tong sashes 
converted to drop sashes ["lazy tong" refers to a 
window balance mechanism similar to Sydney R 
and Rl class cars]; lighting circuits altered; seats 
sprayed; "Colorflek" ceilings; despatched 5 
January 1962. 
16 October 1963 
Into workshops for 0.3 overhaul. 
6 February 1964 
0.3 overhaul. This overhaul only four months 
after the previous 0.3 is unusual, but seems to 
have been associated with accident repairs. The 
car was outshopped on 26 February 1964. 
May 1964 
Liquid envelope [a roof treatment replacing 
canvas]. 
24 August 1968 
A cryptic entry refers to repairs or alteration to 
windshields and bulkheads, and mentions 
armour plate glass. 
24 July 1969 
Into workshops for 0.2; despatched 1 December 
1969. Another card records this overhaul as 
taking from 29 July to 19 November; the painted 
notation in the motorman's cabin of the tram 
states "0.2 10/69". This was 792's last overhaul 
and repaint. 
1 March 1972 
Head and tail lights; despatched 16 March 
1972. [This entry refers to fitting of multiple 
head and tail lights. A separate card recorded 
this work on successive trams on a daily basis; it 
indicates that 792 was dealt with on 14 March 
1972 and was the 269th tram so treated. 
Between 6 March and 26 May 1972, 41 trams 
received these lights, at rates varying from 1 to 
10 per week. All of these were W5s — the 
classes were dealt with in succession.] 
19 October 1978 
Compressor switch wiring modified. 
9 October 1986 
Roof repairs; despatched 31 October to 
Glenhuntly Depot — its first allocation to a 
depot other than Essendon. During its remaining 
3 years of operation, the tram was back in the 
workshops three times on account of having a 
leaky roof — no doubt a reflection of the long 
period since its last overhaul. During its final 
years of service, 792 was transferred between 
depots as follows: 20 November 1987 to East 
Preston on loan; 14 January 1988 to Malvern 
(where it lasted 5 days before going to 
workshops with a leaky roof); 22 January 1988 
to Glenhuntly; finally on some date unrecorded, 
but after 4 May 1989, 792 was transferred to 
South Melbourne depot. 
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14 February 1990 
53 years and one day after it entered service, the 
last entry for 792 records its withdrawal from 
South Melbourne "for storage for museum 
trip". 

So 792's working life in Melbourne came to 
an end. Its total mileage is not recorded, but can 
be estimated at about 1.7 million miles, or 2.7 
million kilometres, by calculation from figures 
maintained until 1969. On withdrawal from 
service it was taken to the workshops where, in 
common with other trams currently being made 
available for museums, its motors and com
pressor were replaced by units with defective 
armatures — so that the good items from the 
tram could be used on other cars. Having been 
dealt with on a non-urgent basis, it was ready for 
the move to Loftus in October 1990. 

After the temporary ban in November 1990 
on its dispatch to the Museum, reported 
elsewhere, 792 was briefly transferred to 
Thornbury depot for storage. On 10 December it 
returned to the workshops; it was loaded onto a 
semi-trailer on 14 December and arrived at 
Loftus the following day, to begin its new career 
as a working exhibit at the Sydney Tramway 
Museum. 

So much for what the records reveal. What do 
they not say? One modification not recorded is 
the fitting of outer windscreens having swept 
glass, replacing the original square-cornered 
type. This modification, progressively applied to 
W5s from the 1960s, was carried out on an ad 
hoc basis in conjunction with accident repairs or 
overhauls, and was not recorded on history 
cards. It is possible that the entry for 24 August 
1968 refers to this modification for 792. 

The other significant "non-event" for 792 was 
that it escaped the two major W5 modification 
programmes. From 1969 onwards W5s were 
rebuilt without their centre doorways, while from 
1983 onwards some two-thirds of the class were 
upgraded with sliding doors. Additionally, 792 
appears not to have been the subject of any 
experimental or one-off modifications: it has 
always remained a completely standard W5. 
When it re-enters service at Loftus, it will be 
substantially the same as when it first glided 
along Elizabeth Street, Melbourne in the 
summer of '37. 
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HERE AND THERE 
NEWS ITEMS OF INTEREST FROM ALL OVER 

MELBOURNE NEWS 
W Series Trams Classified 

The National Trust of Victoria has classified 
all of Melbourne's W series trams — a move 
with far-reaching implications both for the 
Public Transport Corporation and for tramway 
museums. 

The classification was announced in mid-
October, with freshly painted W2 class 646 and 
other preserved cars being paraded through city 
streets. 

At the time it was not clear what the 
classification by the National Trust would mean, 
but it soon became evident that it amounts to a 
ban on disposal of any of the trams. The move 
has the support of the Tramways Union, and it 

seems that it may be linked to the union's 
campaign for the retention of two-person 
operation. 

On 31 October the Herald-Sun newspaper 
carried an item headed "Tram Fight", which 
reported a claim that a U.S. consortium had 
offered to buy 100 of the W cars. The Transport 
Minister, Mr Peter Spyker, and the Opposition 
Transport spokesman, Mr Cooper, were both 
quoted as supporting retention of the W series 
trams. An intermediate result of this press item 
was a ban on the despatch from Preston 
Workshops of car 792 to the Sydney Tramway 
Museum. The truck which arrived at the 
Workshops to collect 792 on 2 November 
returned to Sydney empty. 

Recently repainted in M&MTB colours, W2 class 646 is in regular service on 
most days on Route 12, City to South Melbourne/St Kilda Beach. Without a 
motor vehicle in sight, 646 is seen on newly laid track in Mills Street, Albert Park 
on 3 January 1991. DALE BUDD 
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During early November the position was that 
union bans, in support of the National Trust 
position, were preventing any W series trams 
from being disposed of. Trams withdrawn as 
new articulated cars were placed in service were 
being stored at operating depots, as well as 
Hawthorn and Thornbury. In addition to the 
Sydney Tramway Museum, some 6 or 8 persons 
or organisations who had purchased trams or 
tram bodies were unable to take delivery. 

Late in November the Public Transport 
Corporation negotiated with the National Trust 
and the Tramways Union, and as a result 792 
left Preston Workshops for Sydney on 14 
December. It is understood that 782, bound for 
the Tramway Museum Society at Bylands on 
loan from the PTC, was also "released" 
although this car is not yet ready for despatch. 
At the time of writing, bans remain on the 
disposal of other W series trams. 

Car News 
Two additional Z class trams have been noted 

promoting government initiatives, namely cars 4 
(Olympic Games bid) and 16 (the merits of 
public transport), while some months ago SW6 
class 947 was brightly painted advocating 

"Safety First on the Metland Express", directed 
at child safety on trams, trains and buses. SW6 
class 938 (which had been overhauled less than 
2 years previously), was spruced up, received a 
mouth beneath the headlight, eyebrows above 
the side cab windows, and was titled "Sam" to 
promote a children's story book of the same 
name. On 29 November "Sam" was joined by 
single truck toastrack car V214 for a trip through 
the city at lunchtime to officially launch the 
book. Unfortunately "Sam" disgraced himself 
by developing a hot axlebox during the parade, 
and it was several days before he was fit again 
for normal service. 

Early December saw the first "modern" tram 
in all-over revenue advertising. B class 2014 has 
been painted in a mid-blue with various other 
colours, advertising the Sandridge Development, 
which is commencing on vacant land adjoining 
the Port Melbourne light rail terminus, and the 
Abel Tasman which leaves from nearby Station 
Pier for Tasmania on alternate evenings. 2014 
has also been seen on routes other than Port 
Melbourne. 

The introduction of B class trams on route 86 
Bundoora took place on 16 October. As with 

St Georges Road at Miller Street, looking south. The new tracks will cross to the 
eastern side of the reservation on a ground level "bridge" to take the weight off 
underground water mains. The new trackwork is standard Melbourne concrete 
construction. 
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The front of scrubber 11W sits high on a "false truck", which is supporting a 
broken front axle, on 28 October, 1990. It was slowly driven to Preston 
Workshops later that night. 

route 19, initially there were only about two cars 
in service, but since then the number on each 
route has increased to about eight and are liable 
to run at any time. Their introduction has 
displaced a number of Z class trams which are 
now in storage. 

A class 261 has become the last tram of that 
class to be used on the light rail routes. It is 
housed at North Fitzroy Depot and there is not 
enough room to replace it with a B class. 

The only remaining W5 class trams with 
canvas doors still in service are 821 (the only 
one ever painted in Met colours) based at 
Preston Depot, and 685 and 763 at South 
Melbourne. 763 had been used as the stud 
marking car but has returned to passenger 
service. The remainder have been scrapped or 
placed in store along with some sliding door 
cars. 

The year 1990 saw the last orange and cream 
trams in service. This livery was introduced with 
the Z class cars in 1975. 

Scrubber 8W has not turned a wheel for many 
months, having been "black banned" due to 
some controller problem which apparently defies 
solution. 

The death on 14 October of Clifton Pugh, one 
of Australia's most acclaimed painters, leaves 
the fate of "pop art" W2 class 504 in some 
doubt. This car, which was painted in its pop art 
colours by Clifton Pugh in 1978, was to have 
been preserved by the Victorian Arts Centre. 
However, the car was involved in a minor 
accident and was under repair at Preston 
Workshops. On completion of the repairs the car 
was to have been repainted in its original pop art 
livery by its original painter, Clifton Pugh. It is 
understood that Clifton Pugh's brother has 
offered to repaint the tram in Clifton's pop art 
livery. 

Among the cars at Hawthorn Depot is W2 
class 600, thought to be the last W2 on the 
system other than heritage cars. 600 was 
transferred to crew training duties in 1976 and 
still sees occasional use for this purpose. 

Preserved Cars in Service 
Preserved W2 class 646 now sees regular use 

most weekdays on Route 12, operating South 
Melbourne run 29. It had been carrying out this 
duty for less than two weeks when, on 19 
October, it was driven (contrary to standing 
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instructions) through some local flood water 
deep enough to cause a serious short circuit in 
one traction motor. It was repaired at Preston 
Workshops and resumed normal duty on 14 
November. 

On 16 November, Yl class 613 transported a 
number of Met top executives, the Minister for 
Transport Peter Spyker, and PTC Chief 
Executive Ian Stoney, from the City to St Kilda 
Beach to promote the launching of vintage trams 
in regular service on Route 16 City to St Kilda 
Beach from Sunday, 18 November. Trams 
available for this service are: Yl class 613, L 
class 104, W class 380, Wl class 431 and W2 
class 510. All had been used on the unsuccessful 
special fare tourist service over the same route in 
the summer of 1987/88. On occasion 646 is also 
used, and while it is not guaranteed that all will 
operate on every Sunday, most do in fact run. It 
is only intended at this stage to run these cars in 
the summer months, although the route does 
attract heavy patronage on Sundays all year 
through. 

On Sunday 10 June, Malvern Depot 
celebrated the 80th anniversary of the first 
Malvern tram routes using L class 104. This 
created agitation for that depot to operate a 
summer vintage tram service, and the other three 
Yl class cars, 610, 611 and 612, were moved 
from Hawthorn to Malvern to operate on Route 
69, St Kilda Beach to Kew Cotham Road. 

For many years Essendon Depot has operated 
L class 104 on the Route 68 supplementary 
service from Elizabeth Street, City to the Zoo 
(with some trips to Victoria Market only) on 
Sundays, but its use was somewhat spasmodic. 
However, the burst of enthusiasm for vintage 
trams at Malvern and South Melbourne does 
seem to have resulted in the L class running 
much more often. 

On the evening of 7 January 1991, L class 
104 was returning to South Melbourne Depot 
when it suffered a sudden loss of air whilst 
running down Sturt Street. It collided with car 
746 and was badly damaged; the cabin being 
crushed and the roof lifted off the saloon. It is 
understood that the car will be repaired at 
Preston Workshops but, understandably, with a 
very low priority. 

General News 
On Monday 29 October, Route 12 closed 

south of the siding outside the football ground in 
Albert Road, South Melbourne. This was to 
allow the reconstruction of track in Canterbury 
Road and Mills Street. No temporary track was 
laid. Instead a shuttle bus service was 
introduced; the tram waiting at the siding until it 
was the normal time to return to the city. 

Initially there was to be no replacement buses 
outside peak hours, but pressure from the 
Tramways Union secured a replacement service, 
prompted by the large proportion of elderly 
passengers who regularly use the line. During 
the period of bus operation, there was a 
significant drop in the number of tram 
passengers, largely due to the sometimes less 
than perfect connections between tram and bus, 
and with Route 96 running only a few hundred 
metres away. 

On the two weeks before Christmas, Swanston 
Street, City was closed to motor vehicles all day 
Saturday and Sunday, with pot plants and coffee 
tables moving in. The temporary mall extended 
from Flinders Street to Little Lonsdale Street. 
Trams continued to run, but were limited to 
lOkm/h. On the two Saturdays in question, the 
South Melbourne vintage trams provided a 
shuttle service from the city terminus to the Arts 
Centre. On the two Sundays most tram routes 
operate at double frequency for Sunday 
shopping. Although W2 class 646 has at times 
worked trips on Route 55, none of the other 
vintage cars have been used on weekday traffic, 
despite a serious shortage of W class trams at 
several depots. 

During the pre-Christmas rush, most Bourke 
Street shuttle services, which run from Spencer 
Street, were terminating at Spring Street instead 
of at the Exhibition building. A number of Z 
cars terminating at Spring Street were seen to 
leave that terminus with both poles down, the 
rear pole being positioned on the wire at some 
convenient location further down the hill towards 
Bourke Street. An unreliable overhead frog at 
the Spring Street crossover was the reason for 
the odd manoeuvre. Rather than dewire and 
delay outbound trams, the unofficial procedure 
mentioned was often used, and apparently has 
been used in the past. 

Strong winds on Saturday evening 22 
December blew many leaves from trees onto 
tramlines. The next day many drivers were 
caught unawares, had difficulty stopping and the 
resulting skid put flats on the wheels of many 
trams. Further strong winds the following week 
covered Lygon Street with pine needles blown 
from trees in the adjacent cemetery. Around 
5pm on 27 December a tram slid into the back 
of the tram in front at the first stop after Princes 
Street northbound. The next tram to arrive 
stopped a good tram-length from the collision. 
While a Tramway Inspector took down the 
details, a fourth tram hit the tram in front, 
moving it half a tram-length forwards. At this 
point the Inspector was seen to throw his 
paperwork to the ground in dismay, but more 
was to follow . . . Before the mess was sorted 
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South Melbourne Siding — all change to the bus! The reconstruction of track in Can
terbury Road and Mills Street, A Ibert Park caused trams to be short-worked and a bus 
service substituted from 29 October 1990. 

out, eight trams were involved in three separate 
incidents, fortunately most of the remainder 
being very low speed slides into the tram in 
front. It was not a good day . . . 

Eleventh Time Lucky . . . 
In the early hours of 27 December, work 

commenced on demolition of the bridge which, 
until 1987, carried the Port Melbourne and St 
Kilda railway lines over Clarendon Street, South 
Melbourne. The light rail connection passed 
under the bridge, then turns sharp right and 
climbs to reach the old railway alignment west of 
the bridge. Besides being redundant, the bridge 
was a traffic hazard with two substantial brick 
pillars in the middle of the traffic lanes in 
Clarendon Street. Clearances for motorists 
between trams and the pillars was very tight, 
providing a particularly hazardous situation for 
tram drivers who occasionally had to manually 
change the points under the bridge when they 
failed to change automatically. The bridge was 
smashed to pieces and the rubble taken away in 
trucks. The tramline was reopened at midday on 

the 30th with practically all trace of the bridge 
having disappeared, including the main abut
ments on either side of the road. Trams which 
normally used Clarendon Street were terminated 
at the "Fishmarket" crossover, just north of the 
Yarra River. Passengers on routes 10 and 96 
were met by buses to complete their journeys, 
while signs on tram stops advised intending 
passengers to catch the normal Garden City 
buses which run close to the line. No special 
tram rosters were prepared. Southbound trams 
reversed at the "Fishmarket", did a short trip 
into the city and returned in time to shunt once 
again and take up their normal northbound 
journey. 

Opposition to the bridge demolition had come 
from a few small pressure groups who wanted 
the bridge retained for historical reasons (the 
deck was, in fact, prestressed concrete!) and for 
future resumption of (light rail?) services direct 
to Flinders Street Station. It is not known what 
percentage of passengers find the Bourke Street 
destination more convenient. 
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YOU'LL BE AMAZED AS YOU 

TRAVEL 
BACK IN TIME ON MELBOURNE'S LOVINGLY 
RENOVATED AND RESTORED 

TAKE THE WHOLE FAMILY 
TO SEE SOME OF MELBOURNE'S 

FAMOUS ATTRACTIONS -

- AND MANY MORE! 

ROUTE is. crrr - SWANSTON STREET - ST KILDA BEACH. 
ROUTE 69. KEW - COTHAM ROAD - ST KTLDA BEACH. 

ROUTE 68. CITY - ELIZABETH STREET - ZOO. 

EVERY SUNDAY 
NOVEMBER TO MARCH 
TELEPHONE 617 0900 FOR MORE DETAILS. 

A 
TheMet 

Public Transport Corporation 

Demolition attempt No. 10 had taken place 
on Friday 12 October. Tram services were 
truncated at 7pm, but by 8.30pm it was all off, 
and normal services resumed soon after. On that 
and previous occasions, a union picket line had 
been set up and workers involved in the 

demolition, including Met overhead wire gangs, 
refused to cross the picket line. In the meantime, 
negotiations with unions took place, and this last 
time there was no picket line. Protesters on site 
were rapidly removed by police, and the rest is 
now history . . . 

Sydney Electric Tramway Centenary 
The Centenary of Sydney's experimental 

electric tramway from Randwick to Waverley 
was celebrated by the unveiling of commemo
rative plaques at each end of the line on 
Saturday, 10 November 1990. 

Commemorative stands were provided by the 
Eastern Division of State Transit, Sydney's 
government bus operators and the direct 
descendant of the New South Wales Govern
ment Tramways who operated that first 
experimental electric line. Additional com
memorative plaques were provided jointly by the 
Randwick and District Historical Society, 
Waverley Historical Society and the Sydney 
Tramway Museum. 

The commemorative marker and plaque at 
Peter's Corner, Randwick. BOB MERCHANT 
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The plaque attached to the commemorative 
marker at the Charing Cross, Waverley end of 
the experimental electric line. BOB MERCHANT 

The Sydney Tramway Museum provided 
cable trailer 23, loaded onto the back of a truck, 
as a live exhibit and closest tramway vehicle in 
form — although much smaller — to the original 
four electric cars. It drew much favourable 
comment from the assembled throng. 

The first plaque was unveiled at Peters 
Corner, Randwick by the Mayor of the City of 
Randwick, Alderman Charles Matthews. This 
marker is located on the edge of the former right 
of way from Peters Corner to Randwick 
Workshops, where those first electric cars were 
housed. The State Transit Authority was praised 
for its part in the commemoration and pleasure 
was expressed that it was not ignoring its historic 
past. 

Buses were provided by State Transit and the 
HCVA to convey invited guests, including 
historical society and tramway museum 

Cable trailer 23 on the truck which led the procession of buses along the route of 
the experimental electric line. BOB MERCHANT 

The crowd at Waverley during the welcoming speeches. The commemorative 
marker stands on the former right-of-way of the line to Bronte Beach which curved 
away to the left of the picture. BOB MERCHANT 
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members, to Waverley, following as closely as 
possible the original tramway route. Cable car 
23 led the procession of buses to the location of 
the next unveiling, at the corner of Albion and 
McPherson Streets, Waverley. This site is some 
500 metres short of the original terminus which 
is now a heavily trafficked major intersection in 
a busy shopping centre. The site chosen for the 
commemorative marker is on the edge of a small 
reserve, and is, in fact, located on the right of 
way of the former line to Bronte Beach. Whilst 
digging the holes for the marker posts, ballast 
and a dogspike were uncovered. The dogspike 
was presented to the Sydney Tramway Museum 
during the ceremony. 

The Waverley District Band entertained the 
gathered crowd with appropriate music much 
appreciated by those with an historic bent. More 
speeches followed and the Mayor of the 
Municipality of Waverley, Alderman Barbara 
Armitage unveiled the plaque. 

At the close of proceedings, the buses took 
invited guests to Randwick Bus Depot where 
afternoon tea was served by STA staff in the 
Institute Hall. 

Further commemorative proceedings took 
place at the Sydney Tramway Museum the 
following day and these events are covered in 
the Museum News elsewhere in these pages. 

PERTH NEWS 
A proposal has been raised in Perth for a 

25km electrified tram loop aimed at getting 
buses and cars out of central Perth and 
connecting suburbs such as Leederville, 
Subiaco, Victoria Park, East Perth and 
Northbridge with the central business district. 

The plan called for 30 trams, 20 of which 
would be articulated and carry 150 people. 
These would cost $1.7 million each. The 
remaining cars would be eight-axle vehicles and 
carry 100 to 120 people. 

The double track would run along St Georges 
Terrace, the causeway and Great Eastern 
Highway. It would then cross the proposed 
Burswood Bridge and run along the proposed 
northern city bypass and Newcastle Street 
before linking with the planned northern suburbs 
rapid transit system at Cambridge Street in 
Leederville. 

It would take in Subiaco via the Axon Street 
bridge, and run along Robinson Street or 
Townshend Road before joining Thomas Street 
and King Park Road. 

Engineers had estimated the cost of buying 
rolling stock, laying tracks and installing 
overhead power lines would be $71 million. The 
plan would drive cars and buses out of the city 

Adelaide H type 357 in refurbishment at the STA's Regency Park Workshops. 
Four cars (361, 358, 357 and 369) have now been completed. JOHNRADCLIFFE 
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and offer a more efficient public transport 
system in the central business district and 
peripheral areas. 

The tram plan would alleviate the need for 
buses to use the Terrace and encourage 
motorists to park outside the city and commute 
by tram. 

Last Minute News 
Australia Day Honours 

Norman Leslie Chinn of the Sydney Tramway 
Museum has been awarded the Medal of the 
Order of Australia in the General Division in the 

WHITEMAN PARK . . 

Perth Electric Tramway Society 

Maintenance Shed and Pit 
Construction of the much-needed service 

centre for the operational trams — comprising a 
maintenance shed and pit, engineering shop, 
lifting facilities and parts storage area — has at 
last begun. 

Work on the first stage, the erection of a shed 
measuring 56 x 20 x 16 feet adjacent to the 
south side of the Oketon Geddes Carbarn, began 
in October 1990. The shed was completed in 
November. It is of similar style to the existing 
buildings, being steel framed with "Colorbond" 
steel cladding. This shed will house the 
maintenance pit, for which the excavation work 
is to be carried out during the summer. 

Operations 
Following "Rally Australia" (7WNov. 90), a 

two-car operation was required on two Sundays, 
30 September and 7 October. Passenger 
numbers then tapered off with the arrival of the 
warmer weather. 1 

Services will again shut down for the full 
month of February in 1991, to permit full track 
occupancy for maintenance of the overhead 
wiring throughout the system. In addition, 
Saturday services will be suspended in January 
to allow more time for this task. 

The rebuilding of the carbarn fan overhead 
was completed by Duncan McVicar and Ray 
Blackmore on 16 December; only final 
adjustments now remain to be done in this area. 
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list of Australia Day Honours announced on 
Saturday, 26 January. His citation is for service 
to the community, particularly through the 
preservation of historic rail transport. 

In an interview with Trolley Wire, Norm said 
he regarded this honour not so much as a 
personal one but one which recognised the 
foundation role played by the SPER in creation 
of the "living museum" movement in Australia, 
a movement which has, in the past forty years, 
grown to the large number we have today. 

Congratulations, Norm, and best wishes from 
us all. 

SW2 Class 426 
After its brief and very successful appearance 

in service for "Rally Australia" on 23 
September, 426 was again withdrawn for body 
restoration and repainting to be completed. 
Good progress has been made by Gareth Watts 
with repairs and re-sealing of the roof drainage 
system and drainpipe castings, while Kevin 
Clarke has been very busy rubbing back the 
badly-weathered window frames and applying 
primer and undercoat. 

Fremantle 29 
Installation of the air-lines below the saloon 

has continued, and measurements and pre
parations for the fitting of the braking equipment 
were completed. Noel Blackmore and Ric 
Francis have made good progress on positioning 
the under-body equipment including the air 
governor, manual braking gear and line breaker, 
and on fabricating the appropriate brackets and 
supports where necessary. 

Barrie King completed the tedious task of 
assembling the seats in November and the 
installation of the seats in the saloon is moving 
forward steadily. At the end of December, this 
job was two-thirds complete. 

Motor Vehicles 
Victor Sweetlove's team continue their expert 

maintenance of our pre-World War II ex-
WAGT overhead tower wagons, which are 
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Construction of the new maintenance shed on the south side of the carbarn was 
well advanced on 28 October 1990, with only the outer wall still to be 
completed. MICHAEL STUKELY 

museum pieces in their own right and still give 
extremely valuable service for all work on the 
overhead. 

A spare Chevrolet motor is being recon
ditioned for future use as required. 

A new height-adjustable cable has been fitted 
to the tower of No. 3 to replace the original 
which finally "gave up" earlier in the year, 
causing Duncan McVicar to experience a 
surprisingly rapid descent from the overhead at 
Bullpen Crossing near the Park Entrance. 

Fortunately, he emerged from the cloud of dust 
only slightly shaken. 

Grooved Rail 
Another load of grooved rail (believed ex-

Perth) arrived at the Museum on 14 November, 
comprising 23 pieces of various lengths. This 
rail was donated by the Geraldton Port 
Authority, on whose premises it was discovered 
by Robert Pierce. It is in surprisingly good 
condition and further boosts the stock of 
tramway rail available for future use in the 
carbarn fan area. 

COTMA Co-ordinating Diary 
24 February 1991 

2 March 1991 

30 May to 
3 June 1992 

Sydney Tramway Museum. Commemoration of 30th Anniversary of Sydney's 
last tram. 

Reopening of Railway Square Waiting Shed by Minister for Planning and 
Environment, David Hay, at 10.30 a.m. 

COTMA Conference in Perth. Go west, young man, and old ones too. 
Visit Perth in '92. 
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FERNY GROVE . . . 

Brisbane Tramway Museum Society 

"Ernie", the infinitely variable load simulator. 
The tank is negative and the plate is 600 Volts 
positive. The further the plate is lowered, the 
more current flows from the plate to the tank. 
When under load, the water is boiling and there 
is great clouds of steam. Anybody for 
COffee? JOHN LAMBERT 
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The twenty-third Annual General Meeting of 
the Society was held on Friday, 2 November at 
the Uniting Church hall at Hawthorne. The 
results of the election for the various positions 
on the Society Council (Board of Directors) is 
as follows: 

President: Troy Thomas, Vice-Presidents: 
Mick Topp and Peter Hyde, Secretary: Ian 
Martin, Treasurer: John Lambert, Councillor: 
Dennis Crump. 

Our monthly newsletter Baby Dreadnought 
ceased production in November 1990 and is to 
be replaced by a bi-monthly newsletter which 
will also run parallel with the bi-monthly social 
and entertainment meetings of the Society at 
Hawthorne. Interstate or overseas visitors are 
most welcome at any of these meetings and 
further details can be obtained by contacting the 
Society by mail or telephoning on operating days 
(Sundays). 

The floor of the substation has been 
completed with the final concrete pour of 3.8 
cubic metres on Saturday, 17 November 1990. 
This has enabled the electrical branch to 
commence a project which will result in the 
substation being another fascinating display 
within the museum complex. 

An infinitely variable load simulator, known 
as "Ernie", has been constructed, and was used 
very successfully to calibrate the dc feeder 
circuit breakers during November 1990. The 
three feeders are now set at 500 amps each and 
it is envisioned that these settings will be 
checked at six-monthly intervals. The high speed 
circuit breaker still requires calibration and is 
presently set low at approximately 1000 amps. 
This is below the rated output of the rectifier 
which is 1250 amps at 600 volts dc (750 
kiloWatts). 

The electrical branch is presently constructing 
and installing a 1.2 ohm 400 kW (water cooled) 
resistor to enable the rectifier to be "loaded up" 
during our maintenance day which is the first 
Sunday in each month. This loading resistor is 
designed to place the rectifier under approxi
mately 40% load, thereby making it "do some 
work"and also demonstrate to interested visitors 
what a mercury arc rectifier looks like under 
load. Incidentally, it also makes the electricity 
meter spin round — very fast! 
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John Lambert inspecting one of the glass 
rectifiers during a regular 'maintenance 
Sunday' inspection. JOHN LAMBERT 

An aerial feeder cable has been installed 
between the substation and the workshops to 
provide 600 volts DC to the DH16 compressor 
which supplies compressed air to various 
locations within the workshops. This feeder will 
also be used to provide power for the rail bender 
at some stage in the future. 

Controller maintenance has been effected in 
several trams and the line breakers in 429 and 
554 have been set at 320 amps by using "Ernie" 
to simulate increasing motor current values. It is 
envisioned that these settings will be checked at 
six-monthly intervals. 

The synchronome clock system has been 
rewired so that all clocks are now controlled by 
the master clock located in the bookshop, which 
in turn is powered from the battery supply in the 
workshops. The only exception is the small 
brown clock in the bookshop which is controlled 
by a modern "black box" located atop the drinks 
fridge. 

FEBRUARY 1991 

Mick Topp changing the silica gel crystals in 
the dryer on the llkV transformer. 

JOHN LAMBERT 

The Museum has been given several picnic 
tables with seats plus park bench type seats and 
these have been installed at various locations 
around the museum site. These items were 
supplied by the Brisbane City Council through 
the local ward alderman. The picnic tables with 
seats are near the meal room to provide extra 
facilities for both members and visitors to the 
museum. 

The museum site has been enhanced with the 
addition of several new garden beds, and 
included in this is the installation of several new 
taps and micro-irrigation systems. 

Trams 341 and 231 have been swapped over 
in the workshop, with 341 now residing on road 
2 and 231 on road 3. 136 remains on road 1 
with the area between 136 and 341 presently 
being set up as a restoration shop. The Scammel 
and the Thames Trader are both parked in the 
workshop on the northern side of 231. 
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Dropcentre cars 341 and 231 standing outside the workshops after swapping over 
and prior to re-entering the building. JOHN LAMBERT 

BALLARAT . . . 

Ballarat Tramway Preservation Society 

A major gap in the BTPS collection was filled 
on Monday 5 November 1990, with the arrival 
at the depot of Electric Supply Company electric 
car No. 12 of 1905. This car had been 
withdrawn in 1935 and had spent the intervening 
55 years as a bathroom in an extremely 
interesting miner's cottage at Nerrina, on the 
north-eastern outskirts of Ballarat. Parts of the 
cottage went back to the days of Eureka, making 
it one of the oldest buildings in the town. 
Progress, however, demanded that a freeway 
proceed straight through the middle of the 
building, so the BTPS, with the sympathetic co
operation of the Road Construction Authority, 
came away with an historic acquisition. 

Only one side and end of the car had been 
exposed to the weather during its' half-century 

away; the roof and off-side had been well 
protected, while the inner cab end had been 
removed, many curious looking bits of iron
mongery were acquired when the body was 
collected — some of which have been identified 
as belonging to the tram — others which remain 
a mystery. Given the close proximity of the car 
to the Little Bendigo Creek, it surprised some to 
find that the underframe was very dry and 
intact. 

The origins of this class of 18 cars have 
always been shrouded in mystery, so a detailed 
examination is taking place, during which the car 
is slowly giving up some of its' secrets. During a 
visit to Ballarat in October, Ken McCarthy 
advised that the North Sydney cable trailers, 
from which these cars were rebuilt, had their 
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Electric Supply Company car No. 12 being recovered from Nerrina on 
5 November 1990. Courtesy THE BALLARAT COURIER 

numbers stamped above the bulkhead doorways. 
Removal of a couple of pieces of trim moulding 
revealed the number 18, exactly where Ken had 
said it would be. North Sydney No. 18 was the 
last car of a batch built by Benjamin Carne, the 
order being completed on 14 January 1892. As 
the last car of the batch, this date presumably 
coincides with No. 18's entry into service. 

Some of the windows salvaged with the body 
had Carne's imprint embossed on the window 
lifters, to confirm its' origins. The cars were 
rebuilt by Duncan and Fraser at the Exhibition 
Hall in Grenville Street, Ballarat in 1905. 
Despite Duncan and Fraser having their own 
distinctive type of brass window lifter, they 
reused the Carne items on the new saloon 
windows. Not so easily explained is "No. 562" 
chalked on the back of one of the interior saloon 
bulkhead panels. One school of thought is that 
this was an order number; alternatively, it could 
be a panel from the Melbourne cable tram of 
that number, perhaps withdrawn in 1926 at the 
time of the Swanston Street conversion. 

Chalking car numbers on backs of panels was an 
M&MTB practice at that time. 

The interior paintwork of the car has been left 
virtually intact, complete with some interesting 
instructions to passengers, and details of lining 
in areas not covered in photographs, when 
introduced, the cars were acclaimed for their 
brilliant illumination. In fact, they have only one 
lighting circuit, with one globe in each end 
section and a single cluster of three globes 
arranged radially in the centre of the saloon. By 
the standards of 1905, this probably was 
brilliant, compared with the flickering oil lamps 
of the horse drawn traffic and the single gas 
street light at each intersection, some of which 
lasted as late as 1938. Each light fixture has a 
tunnel drilled through the base to accommodate 
the single central bell cord — a most peculiar 
arrangement. 

It turns out that the clerestory roof over the 
car ends is a dummy, the roof being solid 
underneath. The only section with windows is 
the centre of the saloon. The roof timbers are 
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Electric Supply Company No. 12 outside the depot in 1920. RAY PEARSON collection 

Horse tram No. 1 shortly after fitting the top 
deck seats, which were cobbled together with 
bits from Ballarat 39, and Melbourne SW2 car 
432 and W5 class 728! DAVE MCCARTNEY 

thicker than those applied to a horse car.but the 
roof was still a great weakness on these cars, 
being insufficiently strong to support the weight 
of a trolleybase. 

Photographs of these cars in their latter days 
invariably show a sagging centre to the roof. The 
underframes are similarly undersized, showing 
little improvement over horse tram practice. 
Some severe cutting action by wheel flanges into 
some of the longitudinals has further weakened 
things. 

The Electric Supply Co. were well known for 
their parsimonious ways; the number of new 
electric cars purchased for the system could be 
counted on the fingers of one hand. Converting a 
cable trailer to electric operation and getting 
another thirty years service out of it takes a fair 
degree of optimism. 

The car is to be restored to its original 1905 
configuration, although it is intended to do some 
of the strengthening that the ESCo should have 
done. This must be done without detracting from 
the most interesting features of the car — that it 
is a conversion from an earlier form of traction 
to electric, and is one of the very few examples 
of this practice left in the world. 
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ST. KILDA . . . 

Australian Electric Transport Museum 

Car 192 Returns to Service 

Car 192, our D type tram, re-entered service 
in December 1990 following completion of 
minor repairs. The work involved installation of 
new trolley planking at one end, repainting and 
varnishing of the eastern apron including new 
linework and signwriting. Although a minor 
refurbishment, the job could not be commenced 
until our restoration team completed car 186. 
Consequently 192 languished at the back of the 
main depot for a few years. 

The return of 192 gives us the highest number 
of cars in our operating fleet — 12. The return of 
192 has also enabled E 111 to be withdrawn 
from regular service pending and overhaul. In 
the meantime it has replaced car 34 in the tram 
display hall. 

Trackwork 

Over 10 lengths of rail (300ft) near pole 20 on 
the lakeside track have been relaid in recent 
months. The work involved laying new sleepers 
and "new" 801b/yd rail from our CSO track 
lifting project near Salisbury. This rail is 
considerably better than our existing track and it 
is hoped to relay much more over the next year 
or two. 

The job has been made considerably easier — 
trackwork can never be easy! — by the purchase 
of a pneumatic spike hammer (nicknamed 'fat 
boy')- The spike hammer does in 5 minutes what 
members would do in 30 minutes! The hammer 
is operated with compressed air from our works 
car, W2 class 354. 

Bodyshop 

Work has commenced on the internal fitting 
out of our tram restoration Bodyshop Shed 
following the recent receipt of our Arts grant. To 
enable the work to be carried out, the two cars 
stabled inside, A 15 and H 355, have been 
moved. H 355 has been relocated to outside 
storage on Road 7 (in front of the display hall) 
while A 15 has been moved forward to reside on 
the connection track (Road 2) between the 
Workshop and the Bodyshop. 
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The western end floor of the bodyshop has 
been filled, levelled and compacted, and final 
preparations are being made for the first 
concrete pour. 

Horse Tram 15 

The AETM recently took delivery of the body 
of former horse tram No. 15 of the Adelaide, 
Unley and Mitcham Tramway Company Ltd. 
The body had been stored in various STA 
premises for a number of years. Horse car 15 
has been placed in the trolleybus shed. 
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The lettering "Adelaide, Unley, Malvern & Mitcham " is still evident on the body 
of the recently acquired horse tram at St Kilda. JOHN RADCLIFFE 

/3FT DOUBLE DECK CROSS SEATED CAB- LONGITUD/NAL t Ceoss SECT/OA/S 
1 J 4 J 
• • ' 

Drawing showing construction and principal dimensions of Adelaide, Unley & 
Mitcham Tramway Company car 15. This drawing was prepared by the Late 
Lionel S. Kingsborough. Note the transverse two person seats on the upper deck in 
lieu of the common longitudinal knife-board seats. 
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Jim Burke jacks Adelaide, Unley & Mitcham tramcar 15 to position it on a 
workshop dolly after delivery to St Kilda on 25 October 1990 by the STA. 

JOHN RADCLIFFE 

FOR CARRIAGE, WAGON AND TENDER WHEEL SETS 
up to 4'-0" diameter on the tread 

An illustration from a Craven Bros, publication depicting a wheel lathe of the type 
obtained by the AETM from Preston Workshops. 
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Terry Moran (AETM) stands in the cabin of car 1 while Alain Piettefrom Musee 
du Transport Urbain Bruxellois stands at the controls of car 186 on 4 November 
1990. Car 186 is equipped with a STIB-Brussels 2 IE pattern truck. 

JOHN RADCUFFE 

Trolleybuses AEC double-deck 417, Leyland Canton 488, Sunbeam 526 (behind 
the Canton) and AEC Regal IV diesel bus 623 can be seen in this view following 
the recent re-arrangement of exhibits in the Trolleybus Shed. PAUL SHILLABEER 
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With the return ofD 192 to service in December 1990, a scene like this taken by 
Ian Hammond in April 1984 can be captured once again. 
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MAIN DRIVE MOTOR CALIPfcl t BAH ANO FINGER 

PATENT DRIVERS 

An illustration of a Craven Bros, wheel lathe with its various components 
identified. This lathe is similar to the one now at St Kilda. 
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The Tramway Museum Society of Victoria Inc. 
P.O. Box 27, Malvern, Victoria 3144 
Brisbane Tramway Museum Society 
20 Tramway Street, Ferny Grove, Queensland 4055 
Tasmanian Transport Museum Society Inc. 
G.P.O. Box 867J, Hobart, Tasmania 7001 
Melbourne Tramcar Preservation Association Inc. 
P.O. Box 324, Prahan, Victoria 3181 

South Pacific Electric Railway Co-operative Society Ltd. 
G.P.O. Box 103, Sutherland, New South Wales 2232 

Newcastle Tramway Museum Ltd. 
P.O. Box 82, Jesmond, New South Wales 2299 
Steam Tram & Railway Preservation (Co-op) Society Ltd. 
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Perth Electric Tramway Society Inc. 
P.O. Box 257, Mt. Lawley, Western Australia 6050 
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LOFTUS . . . 

South Pacific Electric Railway 
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Electric Tramway Centenary 
Our own celebrations at the Museum on 

Sunday, 11 November were . very successful. 
The highlight of the day's proceedings took place 
at 2.00pm with the unveiling of a commemo
rative plaque on the wall of the Restoration 
Building by Councillor Michael Tynan, a long 
time friend of our Society, and the presentation 
by Mr K.L. Addison, a grandson of the late Mr 
C.A. Lee, who was Minister for Public Works 
during the tramway and railway construction 
boom early this century, of the engraved silver 
spade used in the ceremony marking the turning 
of the first sod on the Erskineville tramway in 
1907. Arrangements are being made to have the 
spade placed in a special showcase for display 
along with our other exhibits in the Display 
Hall. Much to our surprise, we found that Mr 
Addison's wife is the granddaughter of the late 
Mr Orlando W. Brain, a former Assistant 
Commissioner and tramways Electrical 
Engineer during the same period. Mr Brain's 
contributions to the development of the Sydney 
tramway system were of great significance. 

A special timetable was in operation for the 
Sunday and this provided for two trams to 
operate in convoy for most of the day, with the 
depot yard being used to facilitate shunting. 
Immediately following the official unveiling and 
presentation, a convoy of five Sydney trams, Rl 
class 1979, R 1740, P 1497, L/P 154 and N 
728, departed for the Sutherland end of the line. 
It was N class 728's first public operation since 
its repainting. The special timetable was 
compiled by Bill Denham and worked very well, 
with only a couple of minor delays. 

Works Report 
The scissors crossover continues to take up all 

of Mike Giddey and Brian Muston's time. The 
crossing has now taken shape from the seeming 
maze of rail and is in the final stages of 
reconstruction. "Construction" may be the 
correct description as little will remain of the 
original trackwork when it is completed. Most of 
the original work was just too worn and bent to 
provide a safe and reliable crossover. Un
fortunately the services of the CSO worker, 
mentioned last issue, did not eventuate. 

The new traffic office above the substation has 
had the door and windows fitted and brickwork 
completed. Work on this project will continue 
after the Christmas/ New Year break. 

The Railway Square waiting shed is taking on 
a more finished appearance under the skills and 
supervision of Jim Jowett. The walls of the 
raised signal cabin on the roof of the structure 
are being shingled and painted. The timberwork 
of the main structure has been cleaned of old 
paint by Greg Sutherland, Dick Jones and John 
Matts, assisted by others when available. 
Painting in green and cream is being carried out 
by Norm Chinn. 

Some shunting took place on Saturday, 27 
October, in preparation for the arrival of 
Melbourne W5 car 792, and this resulted in the 
first use of the Cross Street connection. Rl car 
1933 was moved from the depot yard into Cross 
Street, where it is to remain in use temporarily 
as a bookshop. 

Work on Rl car 1971 is proceeding well. The 
floor and steps have been completed and the 
ceiling painted. Rooftop and underfloor electrical 
work is near completion and trolley poles and 
steps are being refitted. Seat frames are being 
repaired and repainted in preparation for their 
eventual re-installation. The car was lifted and 
its trucks removed for overhaul. It was planned 
to use the ex-Sydney hydraulic jacks but these 
proved to be too worn to be used safely and they 
have been set aside until time allows a 

THIS PLAQUE COMMEMORATES 

100 YEARS 
SINCE THE INTRODUCTION OF 

OVERHEAD ELECTRIC TRACTION TO THE 
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT TRAMWAYS 

ON THE RANDWICK. TO WAVERLEY LINE 
9TH NOVEMBER, 1890 

COUNCILLOR MICHAEL T. TYNAN 
PAST PRESIDENT S I T H F R I AND SHIRE COUNCTl 

AND LONG TERM FRIEND OF THE MUSEUM 

IITH NOVEMBER, 1990 
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Councillor Michael Tynan accepts the silver spade from Mr K.L. Addison on 
behalf of the Museum. BOB MERCHANT 

Enclosed crossbench cars P1497, L/P154 and N728 stand ready to take part in 
the Centenary Parade on 11 November 1990. F.MCQUADE 
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full reconditioning. The ex-Melbourne jacks 
were used after a new cog had been 
manufactured to replace a broken one on one of 
the jacks. Bill Parkinson constructed new lifting 
beams for these jacks as the beams for the ex-
Sydney jacks are of a different pattern. The 
actual lifting and removal of the trucks only took 
about ten minutes; the car body was then 
lowered onto trestles. 

Tony Cody has been continuing work on 
Brisbane Dropcentre car 290 but has found that 
the repairs required on this car are more 
extensive than at first thought. To date, one end 
has been almost completely dismantled and 
work is proceeding on cutting out the rust in the 
side panels. 

Good progress on the extension of Roads 1 to 
4 in the running depot portion of the Display 
building has been made. This work has been 
carried out with CSO worker assistance and has 
already enabled a number of cars previously 
stored outside to be placed under cover. 

Cable trailer 23 made a trip along the main 
line after its return from Waverley and before it 
was returned to its place in the Display Hall on 
17 November. N 728 was used to tow 23 on its 
longest journey on rails for many, many years. 
The return journey was made behind Rl car 
1979. 

Dick Jones and Greg Sutherland burn old paint 
from the Railway Square waiting shed in 
preparation for priming, undercoating and 
painting by Norm Chinn. BOB MERCHANT 

Mike Giddey and Brian Muston at work on the 
scissors crossover on 2 December 1990. 

BOB MERCHANT 

Jim Jowett and Norm, our CSO carpenter, 
complete the shingling of the eastern side of the 
Railway Square signal box. Only the southern 
end now remains to be done. BOB MERCHANT 
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The traffic staff's office as it appeared in early 
January. The museum sign on the workshop 
wall above the new construction is to be 
relocated. 

A view of King Street cable trailer 23 during its 
trial run along the museum tramway on 16 
November 1990. BOTH: BOB MERCHANT 

Rl class 1933 moves slowly out of the depot yard and into Cross Street, a curve 
which is not yet fitted with check rails and had not been used prior to this 
movement. 1933 was being towed by the Museum's tram recovery vehicle. 

BOB MERCHANT 
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